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OUR BRAND
Perfectly Posh gives you permission to
love yourself unapologetically. Self care
should be the foundation of building the
life you love. We believe that a hand
crème can encourage you to be handson in determining the direction of your
life, and that a bath bomb can provide
the escape needed to blow self-doubt
out of the water. That’s why Perfectly
Posh is focused on creating qualitymade, affordable pampering products to
remind you of how exceptional you are.

That’s the power of pampering!
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Each of us have things we love about ourselves, as well as our own set of
issues. That’s what makes us uniquely beautiful. Developing a customized
self care routine allows us to bring out and celebrate our own unique beauty.
Discover which solutions you need and then choose pampering that works
best for you. You deserve it!
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SELF CARE
SOLUTIONS
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Indulge in pampering
that works for you

CLEAN BEAUT Y

ANTI-AGING

Are you a newbie or someone
who wants an easy pampering
routine? Start here with
nourishing, clean ingredients
for beautiful skin.

Concerned about the appearance
of fine lines, wrinkles, and
crow's feet? Take a stand with
ingredients that help hydrate,
firm, and lift.

TIRED SKIN

BRIGHTENING

Target puffiness, dark circles,
and tired-looking skin with
effective, energizing ingredients
that help you look well-rested,
no matter the occasion.

Improve luster lost under
dull, dry layers with naturally
brightening ingredients that
revive and refresh that youthful,
dewy glow.

SOOTHING

DETOXIFYING

If your skin is often tight, red,
or irritated, calm it down with
gentle, soothing ingredients that
nourish and protect naturally.

Remove toxins that weigh skin
down with naturally based, deep
cleaning ingredients that help
skin maintain a fresh and
healthy appearance.

For complete ingredient information, visit PerfectlyPosh.com

WELL BALANCED
Sometimes your skin can go
to extremes—overly dry or oily.
Restore balance with ingredients
that help level your complexion.

RELAXING
When things get hectic and
stressful, take pampering to the
next level with ingredients that
promote deep relaxation and
a restful night’s sleep.

HIS POSH
Men tend to have thicker skin
with more follicles. His Posh
products effortlessly tackle
men's needs to keep skin
looking clean, clear, and fresh.
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EXFOLIATE
Lift impurities, unclog pores,
and eliminate dry, dull skin.

BFF: Best Face ForeverTM $ 24
Gentle, daily exfoliating
face wash

Call It Even TM $ 26

One-minute anti-aging
microdermabrasion treatment

face

CLEANSE
Remove toxins, dirt, and
trace amounts of makeup.

Bare It All TM $18

3-in-1 micellar wipes to
cleanse, tone, and moisturize

Egg on Your Face TM $ 26
Soothing face wash
with probiotics

Right Back at Ya TM $ 20
Balancing two-in-one
face wash and mask

face
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TONE
Balance, purify, and
improve skin's clarity.

Well Adjusted TM $19

Gentle toner that purifies
and balances skin

Cruelty-Free

Our finished products are never
tested on animals. We only test
on our Home Office staff—and
their skin looks pretty darn
pampered! If a product can’t
be made in a way that is kind
to everyone, animals included,
then it doesn’t deserve to be
called Posh.

REPAIR
Visually improve, prevent, and
protect against skin damage.

Nothing Phases MeTM $ 25

Anti-gravity serum with
detoxifying liquid charcoal

Gilt TripTM $ 44

Liquid gold anti-aging serum
with plant-based collagen

6

face
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MOISTURIZE
Nourish moisture-starved skin
for a soft, youthful appearance.

Block it Like it’s Hot TM $ 25

SPF 30 moisturizer to guard
against UVA/UVB rays

Impress MeTM $ 26

Deep, soothing moisture
for irritated, sensitive skin

Moisturize 911TM $ 22

Caffeinated face crème to
rescue tired-looking skin

Call Your Shrink TM $ 20

Pore-reducing moisturizer that
exfoliates and smooths

Under Control TM $ 24

Mattifying, lightweight,
hydrating gel that controls oil

For complete ingredient information, visit PerfectlyPosh.com

face
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MASK
Address specific skin care concerns
with the perfect targeted treatment.

Cackle Spackle TM $ 20

Detoxifying mask to clear
clogged pores of excess dirt

Don't Needle Me TM $ 26

A natural alternative to needles
that plumps and tightens skin

Ice Queen TM $ 20

Gentle peel-off mask to
rejuvenate and balance skin

Moss Be Love TM $ 20

Nutrient-rich mask that
quenches thirsty skin

Rebound TM $ 20

Deep cleansing mask made
for men’s thicker, oiler skin

Show Me the Honey TM $ 20

Ultra-soothing mask to calm
the appearance of skin irritation

8

face
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PRIME
Smooth skin's surface, even skin
tone, and help makeup last longer.

Hold Me TM $19

Illuminating primer that provides
a gorgeous, glassy glow

Under WonderTM $ 22

Anti-aging primer that fills in
fine lines for smoother skin

face
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eyes+lips
MOISTURIZE

Pick Up Lines TM $ 32

Smooth the skin around your
eyes with targeted moisture.

Anti-aging eye crème that
instantly firms and
plumps skin

TREAT
Exfoliate, soothe, and moisturize
for smoother, more supple lips.

Makeout Magic TM $16

Moisturizing sugar scrub for soft,
supple lips

Mint Condition TM $16

Mega lip balm that moisturizes,
conditions, and soothes dry lips

Night Nurse TM $16

Overnight lip treatment that
nourishes and refreshes

10

eyes + lips
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TINT
Tinted lip moisture that plumps your
pout with subtle, unique color.

Bite $15

Plumping moisture balm
with a natural kiss of fuchsia

Flash Dance $15

Plums Up $15

Plumping moisture balm
with a natural kiss of plum

Red Carpet $15

Plumping moisture balm
with a natural kiss of red

Plumping moisture balm
with a natural kiss of nude

Peony $15

Plumping moisture balm
with a natural kiss of pink
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eyes + lips
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body

SCRUB
Remove dead, dull skin with scrubs
that range from gentle to aggressive.

Buzz Peel TM $ 25

Resurfacing body peel that
softens skin without scrubbing

Gender BenderTM $ 20

Detoxifying dry body scrub
with aggressive exfoliation

Lady LimoncelloTM $ 24

Nourishing honey body scrub
for luxuriously soft skin

Rubby Scrubby TM $ 20

Scrubbing foot stick to soften
heels and remove calluses

SassyoomaTM $ 20

Lathering body wash with
gentle, mild exfoliation

The HealerTM $16

Super scrubby, exfoliating
soap bar for dry, rough skin

MASK
Address specific skin concerns with
the perfect targeted treatment.

The StripperTM $ 24

Deeply cleansing and
detoxifying body mud
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body

body
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CLEANSE
Give your skin a more effective clean
and a unique pampering experience
no matter what it needs.

Gender BenderTM $12

Detoxifying bath bar with
deep cleaning charcoal

Hunk Chunk TM $12

Exfoliating bath bar specially
created for his skin

Jungle Juice TM $12

Hydrating bath bar for
brighter, smoother skin

ChatterTM $12

Wake up your senses and skin
with this energizing bath bar

Milking It TM $12

Rejuvenating bath bar to
nourish sensitive skin

Brazilian Bombshell TM $11

Luxurious bar with a Brazil nut,
coconut, and vanilla fragrance

Sassyooma TM $11

Luxurious bar with a sweet
orchard citrus fragrance

Beach Blanket TM $11

Luxurious bar with a citrus,
coconut, and vanilla fragrance

14

body

For complete ingredient information, visit PerfectlyPosh.com

Phthalate-Free

Have you ever passed someone
wearing perfume that gave you
an instant headache? Yeah, we
don’t use that stuff. Products
that smell good are nice, but
products with aromatherapy
benefits are totally pampering!
Our fragrances are naturally
based using real scents like
essential oils, so they’re better
for sensitive skin.

SOAK
Soak up natural pampering with decadent
fragrances and skin-softening ingredients.

Sweet Lavender Fízi TM $ 25

Relax with lavender essential oil
and skin-softening coconut oil
*Additional fragrances
will vary seasonally

Cann I Be TM Green Goddess TM $ 20
Take the edge off while you soak
in 30 mg of full spectrum CBD

Mad for Lav TM $ 20

Relax with lavender essential oil
and skin-softening, mineral-rich salt
*Additional fragrances
will vary seasonally
©Copyright 2020, Perfectly Posh LLC
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MOISTURIZE
Nourish moisture-starved skin
for a soft, youthful appearance.

Fake it ‘Til You Make It TM $19
Gradual tanning body crème
for a healthier looking glow

Give Him Gel TM $17

Lightweight body moisturizer
featuring gel-to-water technology

Hips Don’t Lie TM $19

Highly caffeinated moisturizer
for firmer looking skin

Honey Honey!TM $19

Honey-infused moisturizer
to balance and soothe skin

Fresh, Creamy Milk TM $ 24

Rich shea, milk thistle, and
bamboo infused moisturizer

Let it Bee TM $ 24

Whole Hive Complex body
butter to soothe skin

Mad for Magnesium TM $ 24

Stress-melting body butter
with calming magnesium

Cann I BeTM $ 44

225 mg of full spectrum CBD oil
blended with peppermint leaf extract

Cann I BeTM So Extra $109

1,000 mg of full spectrum CBD oil
blended with peppermint leaf extract

Cann I BeTM So Extra $109

1,000 mg of full spectrum CBD oil
blended with orange and vanilla

Cann I Be MeltdownTM $39

Lightweight, full spectrum body
lotion to ease tension, calm stress,
and comfort overworked muscles.
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body

SUPPLEMENT
A blend of the best ingredients to
help you take care of yourself from
the inside out.

Happy DanceTM $ 22

Raspberry lemon hard candy with
a blend of uplifting ingredients

So Perky TM $ 35

Mint julep focused energy
drink mix that perks up your
energy level

Very SleepyTM $ 28

Provides better rest and
a healthier complexion as
you rejuvenate overnight

With all the
demands of life,
we end up dividing
ourselves so much that
we give the world what’s
left of us, instead of the
best of us. There is no
shame in wanting to
focus on you—self care
isn't selfish! With the
Perfectly Posh vanity
supplement line, you
can treat yourself all
day with products that
pamper inside and out.
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on
the
go

MOISTURIZE
Provide extra moisture and care with
these simple on-the-go products.

Lady LimoncelloTM $10

Hand crème with a sparkling
Italian lemon and honey fragrance

Nice MelonsTM $10

Hand crème with a melon,
mango, and strawberry fragrance

Show Me What You’re
Mermaid Of TM $10

Hand crème with a juicy melon
and coconut fragrance

Twilight Zoned TM $10

Hand crème with a melon
and plumeria fragrance

Wassup, Peaches TM $10

Hand crème with a sparkling
peach rosé fragrance

Cann I BeTM Free Hand $ 25

Soothe discomfort and moisturize
with 50 mg of full-spectrum CBD

Why is a Posh

hand crème referred
to as a Big Fat Yummy?
Because they feature a
natural base of apricot
kernel oil which absorbs
quickly so hands are
soft and spoiled, but
never greasy.
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on the go

on the go
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MOISTURIZE

Meet our
Skin Sticks!

These oh-so-easy sticks
blend natural shea from
the Shea Sisterhood with
essential oils for targeted
pampering on the go.
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on the go

Bee Yourself TM $15

Happy DanceTM $15

The HealerTM $15

So PerkyTM $15

Cann I BeTM $ 27

Very SleepyTM $15

Ultra-soothing Skin Stick formulated
with our Whole Hive Complex
Moisturizing shea Skin Stick with
orange essential oil to nourish skin
Skin Stick with 100 mg of full
spectrum CBD oil to soothe skin
and ease tension

Shea Skin Stick enriched with
ingredients that evoke happy feelings
Wake up your skin and mood
with this pick-me-up Skin Stick
Calming Skin Stick with ingredients
to soothe and replenish skin

For complete ingredient information, visit PerfectlyPosh.com

Products are subject to change.

JOIN THE POSH LIFE
BECOME A CONSULTANT

Earn instant commissions when you share products you love with
people you love. We believe that self care isn't selfish, and that
everyone deserves to be pampered. Your business is about YOU!
You can Posh part time to supplement your family’s income, or
make pampering your full-time career. Either way, you’re the boss!

Starter Kit 1

Want to join, but you already
have a ton of Posh on hand?
This kit is for you!
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OR

BE YOUR OWN #PoshBoss
Your Perfectly Posh Starter Kit
provides you with the tools and
products you need to start
your own business.

Starter Kit 2

Want it all? With this kit,
you’ll get all the tools,
products, and more!

join
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supporting
women in
business
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There are 16 million rural women
in Africa whose lives depend on
Shea. With the help of Perfectly
Posh and the Shea Sisterhood, the
women of Gizaa-Gundaa, Ghana
have seen their business and their
lives drastically improve.
For these women, shea harvesting
is a way of life—a tradition passed
down from generation to generation.
It’s how they earn money and
support their families and their
community, paying for education,
healthcare, and food.

When my husband
passed away, I had
no claim over my
husband’s house.
Today, I am happy
that I’ve been able
to put a roof over
my head from my
own shea income.
–Inusah Abiba, Ghana

Thanks to your support of the Shea
Sisterhood, over 600 women
in Gizaa-Gundaa now have
their own processing center and
warehouse, which is quadrupling
their productivity and steadily
increasing their income.

HOW YOU
CAN HELP
Using Posh products that contain
shea butter is an excellent way
to create demand for it from the
Shea Sisterhood.
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